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About This Game

Experience all the thrills of adventure in Northmark: Hour of the Wolf, a card-based RPG. Choose to become a mighty warrior,
cunning mage or powerful druid as you fight for glory and survival in arena combat. Explore every corner of the kingdom from

fiery deserts to deep forests and cold mountain peaks and Journey to the kingdoms of the elves and dwarves.

But beware! Danger waits at every turn as you investigate the chilling mystery that threatens your homeland. Can you defeat
assassins, thieves and hideous monsters? And who is the enigmatic stranger known only as The Wolf? Find out in Northmark:

Hour of the Wolf.

Main features:

 Adventure across the lands of Northmark.

 Enjoy an original battle system featuring over 180 beautiful cards.

 Fight for honour, glory... and gold.

 Save your homeland from the plot that threatens to overwhelm it.
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 Battle in the arena, or fight for your life against powerful assassins, hideous monsters and mighty warriors.

 Journey from the cold mountain peaks to the desert wastes and deep forests.

 Explore great cities, lost ruins and the ancient mystic sites sacred to the druids and elves.

 Grow more powerful as you find the best battle tactics.

 Become the greatest hero Northmark has ever known - you know it's your destiny!
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Fun little cardgame, but not worth full price imo due to it being rather short and don't feel very polished in some aspects, such as
the city overview aswell as large parts of the world map you never visit nor is there any reason to do so.
However the basic gameplay is entertaining enough, even tho I did miss some more depth in it.. Poorly balanced and crude for
even an indie.. Cute little card combat game which I bought in the 'Rake in Grass' bundle (on Steam). Fun diversion which can
be completed in a few hours with 100% achievements.. I normally stay away from card based games, but this is a cute little one.
Its really easy though, and seems to be a mobile port. Besides that, its pretty fun. The rules are simple to learn, each stat has an
attack and a defense, so like 3 fire magic -2 fire defense is 1 point. Theres basic attack\/defense and then ice, fire, and poison.
Your hero, of which there is a few classes to determine your starting cards and stats, also has base stats which boost the cards.
You wander around a map, each location has little icons you can click (and hidden ones too with gold you have to search for).
Theres also riddle chests (like in Betrayal at Krondor, one of the best RPGs of the 90s). The riddles are easy, but fun.

 The combat is all card based. YOu have a group of 12 cards that is your deck, and you can get "unit cards" which have a level.
You can pick up to three units, as long as their levels combined isnt above a set number. So if your number is 10, you can have 2
5th level units, or a 5 a 4 and a 1, or 2 4s and a 2, and so forth.

Its really easy to understand and pretty fun - if simple and kind of easy. The only complaint I have is no matter if you pick the
obviously female Ice Mage character, all the text refers to you as "he". Annoying.. Nice story, witty jokes.
Card game concept is simple and fun.
Easy learning and rewarding.
Overall nice and casual game.. Northmark: Hour of the Wolf is a RPG with a card-driven battle system.
The plot is intriguing, with humourous little twists. The battle system is partially original and functions well, although not very
polished.
The whole single player campaign took me about 3 hours to finish, including completing all side quests, finding secrects and
beating all arenas.
So the game is a nice dessert. Recommended at discounted price.. First of all, I like card games. Let me tell you why I didn't like
this one.

The card pool is small, and the cards aren't satisfying. In layman's terms, they just don't do cool things. They do damage (if
you're lucky), they heal a small amount, they have a half\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665buff that sort of helps.

The story is... bad. And short.

Did I mention the game is short?

There are no unique scenarios, every fight is pretty much the same. Whittle the enemy numbers by focusing on one unit at a
time.

There is no SWEET LOOT! Sometimes you'll get a card or a unit, but like most TCG the majority of the cards are trash and
your deck pool is pretty limited. The units have different stats, some are better than others, but they all function the same. No
fun stuff!

The starting characters are pretty lame, and there's no replayability. No customization, the variety of token in nature. You also
don't really level up enough for the stats to even make a strategic difference.

Your deck isn't limited by theme or anything strategic of the sort. Have the best paladin unit? Use a dwarf spell on his turn to
attack and do a couple points of damage!

If you're wondering where my gripes are coming from, and I will leverage my complaints about the cards being simple and lame
by suggesting you look at "Card City Nights" instead of this game. That game is short too, but the card variety, encounter
variety, card pool, deck size, and strategy\/mechanic\/playstyles offered are a class above this game. Card City Nights makes
Northmark look like a steaming turd.

Anyway, truth be told, I do not regret purchasing this game. In fact, I played it and had a good time. But I'm still not
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recommending it because it feels like an IOS game (which it probably is) and is sorely lacking in all departments.
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Hi all,

The last update prompted me to write a review for this game.
A card game, where you solve various quests and get more and more powerful card. While this is simple all is very good.
Definitely something that will deliver few hours of fun.

Game is not being developed further - author stated that sales were less than satisfactory and it's quite understandable.
I have similar issue with my games here on Steam and I don't really know how to solve it - I have put a link on my own game
page. I hope he will get few copies through that.

Les. Better than I expected. You can skip every conversation and just check your quest log after but I thought the story was
decent enough to read. If you learn the combat well then the game is pretty easy, if you struggle with grasping it then you'll
probably have a ruff ride as it's very linear and 90% of the combat at least is unavoidable. A total deal at the sale price and not
too bad at regular price. It only took me 5.5 hours to fully complete it, you can have 100% achievements prior to that too, so it's
not too long. Some people, like me, like that but some don't so it's important to note that. Give it a try if you think that you
might like it.. (Completely updated review after first completion of game)

Summary: this is a good, fun game, but short with not a whole lot of replay value...

Pros: Easy strategic depth with some layers of complexity, stable and efficient programming, decent story with variety of tone,
pleasant surprises (riddles, hidden chests, etc.)

Cons: Scope of game is quite small; not a lot of cards, characters, quests, etc... I beat the game just shy of four hours. Difficulty
curve vanishes after you 'figure it out.' Would also be nice to have a text speed option; lots of clicking to get through dialogue.

I still recommend as a good\/fun game, and the price is fair. Interresed to see if they expand\/develop a new (bigger) story line at
some point...

EDIT: The fact this game is short could actually be a PRO, because now I actually feel like I've completed a game in my library
:). Lets keep this very simple

+ straight forward, simple card game, with lots of interesting cards
+ nice humor
+ nice, albeit a bit generic story line

- very easy. I think i lost only one fight in the whole game and that was right at the start when i didnt understand what i was
doing
- very short. It takes about 3 - 4 hours to finish all quests and sidequests, even if you read all the story texts.

I still recommend it. It was a fun evening and i am hoping for more campaigns.. Really short, not great. The writers tried to be
funny and failed. Other dialogue is dreadfully mediocre and poor at best. There is very limited strategy to the game. Most fights
are really easy but a few are a bit rough if you tackle them too early unless you spent your points in the right places. Usually I
just buff the snot out of one stompy unit and focus attacks on one enemy unit at a time. I also couldn't see the point in spending
many stat points on defence since the faster I kill off one of the enemy's units the sooner I'd win the fight. Focus on attack and
spread those points around to several different damage types and you're guaranteed to hurt anything you hit - even if only for a
few points.

Even though it's not a great game something made me stick with it until I played the whole thing through. If you like card-based
RPG game mechanics, can put up with bad writing and a poor story line with "twists" you can see coming way before the game
"reveals" them, so-so graphics and generally a *meh* feeling all the way through you should buy this one. On sale. Like 80%
off. Or more. Yeah, can't recommend this - you've been warned.. Really liked this one. The story, arts, music, and gameplay are
good.
The cons are: too short and kinda easy.. Okay I'm going to try to keep this simple as honestly I'm pretty confused how I feel
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about this game.
I enjoyed every minute of playing it, but at the end of it I'm feeling empty. I literally did everything I could, fought every battle
visited every location cleared every arena and got every achievement. The game could be finished easily a lot faster than my
own clocked hours,
I was crawling and searching through the dust hoping for more content.
What is here is really solid, good battle system, a decent selection of cards.
Replayability? Little to none, personally I doubt I will play through this again. There are no random encounters, just scripted
story encounters. There are the arena battles which personally I found the most interesting as some of them had unique foes that
could be a bit more challenging.
Difficulty wise overall I would say it is a bit on the easy side. Not too bad but there is no difficulty setting option so one size fits
all in this case beginner to veteran.

So to summarise-
Do I regret buying this game?
=Not at all, I did enjoy the time I played it.

Is it value for money?
=Overall yes, cheaper than a movie and prob about twice as long without hurrying. Though there are better value for money
games out there at this price or less. I would probably wait for a 50% off sale on it

Would I recommend you buy it?
=Conditionally yes, just don't go into with huge expectations. I would say most people will play through once, enjoy it and
shelve it. Without a multiplayer or random battles it is not long enough to warrant a replay.
It is unfortunate as what's here is good.

Hopefully some of that helps, hopefully some of that makes sense ;P
. This game lacks depth. Very little customization and extremely limited in almost every area that makes a CCG worthwhile. I
have yet to run into a battle that has present the least of what I could call a challenge much-a-less any threat of actual defeat and
the story looks like it was written by a highschool student in a introduction to computer programming course. Bottomline this is
just another game that is one notch above a basic flash game you can play online for free.. I will start by saying that the combat
sections and the way the game is presented is very good. finding the right cards and tactics to defeat certain encounters is very
enjoyable. The dialogue for the most part is well presented aswell, a few spelling mistakes here and there but nothing major.

The main thing i wanted to talk about is something i feel is just casually mentioned and brushed past. That is of course the
length and content of the game. my play time is not representitive of how long the game is since i am not very good, went afk,
needed to retry several encounters multiple times and run around each shop looking for those cards to give me an edge.
I think the content of the game is around 3 hours, you fight very similar battles and multiple tries help inflate the game but for
pure content i think 3 hours is about right.

I cant help but feel that the game had more to offer and just didnt deliver on it, like the game was pushed out the door early or
just not enough care and attention was put into it. I understand its an indie title and its only \u00a35.50 (7 if not on sale) but
there are indie titles around that price that have far more content then this one has and far more replayability. By the end of it i
just felt like i was missing that little bit more.

whether the game is worth the price for the content it offers is very much personal preference and you can decide that for
yourself. If this game was more expensive i would not recommend it to you but it gave me a few hours of fun for just over five
pounds. I dont feel ripped off, just a little disappointed. If you enjoy these kind of games then absolutely give it a try.
. Fun RPG\/card strategy game, very unique combat system. Hoping for more content.
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